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Team sports such as futsal and football are considered complex adaptive systems in which the 

performance of players and teams emerges from interactions among individual, task and environment 

constraints. That is, each player explores the game environment to identify possibilities for action, 

according to its individual capabilities to perceive and act. Based on that, in a research last year we 

have explored the relevant informational variables (inter-player distances, angles, spaces covered or 

orientation and alignment with the goal or the ball) that support individual (dribbling, shooting, 

individual defending), group (passing and defending in small groups of players) and collective 

(attacking or defending patterns of play) tactical behaviours. However, from empirical experience 

coaches advocated that to improve the players’ perception of informational variables and tactical 

actions, they need first to develop the individual game fundamentals. Game fundamentals are micro-

behaviours that support players’ adaptive behaviour through the development of individual motor 

capacities (laterality, controlling the ball, change of direction), individual visual orientation in the 

field to pick up information from the game environment and spatial relations in the field in relation 

to ball position and goal (body orientation, feinting, off-ball movements). 

Thus, from the game complexity, practice tasks for players’ development and performance should be 

simplified to define the boundaries that support the identification and improvement of individual and 

collective tactical solutions according to game demands. Each task should be manipulated considering 

the tight coupling between the information to be perceived and the range of possible actions that 

facilitates goal achievement. This perspective emphasizes the correspondence between the demands 

of competition and the structure of the training exercises across practice sessions. Some examples in 

football and futsal will be presented to improve the understanding of coaches’ practice. 


